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Westinghause . Energy Systems Ba 355

Electric Corporation ''nsburgh PennsyNania 15230-0355

NSD-NRC-97-5229
DCP/NRC0952
Docket No.: STN-52-003

July 10,1997| - .

Document Control Desk
U.S Nuclear Regulatory Commission

i Washington, DC 2v555
4

ATTENTION: T. R. QUAY
,,

SUBJECT: AP600 DESIGN CERTIFICATION, RESPONSE TO OPEN ITEM 2275

Dear Mr. Quay:

This is a response to Open item 2275 concerning Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP)
of the reactor coolant boundary. Based upon a telephone conversation with the NRC, Westinghouse
has revised its response to RAI 440.78 to clarify the energy input limit when the LTOP relief valve
opens. This is provided in Attachment 1. NRC also requested that this energy limit input be
summarized in the AP600 SSAR. A markup is provided as Attachment 2, which has been
incorporated into Revision 14 of the SSAR.

If you have any questions please contact me on 412-374-4334 or J. W. Winters on 412-374-5290.

I

L //r ,
Brian A. McIntyre, Manager
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing 1

\ \
jml

Attachments: 1. Revisian I to Response for RAI 440.78
2. Markup of SSAR page 5.2-5

cc: D. T. Jackson, NRC (w/ Attachments)
W. C. Iluffman, NRC (w/ Attachments)

1N. J. Liparulo, Westinghouse (w/o Attachments)
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Question 440.7M |

!

The NRHRS relief salve which presides for the low temperature over-pressure protection (LT()P). is sired to I

present over pressure of those credible events with a water-solid pressurizer. Section 5.2.2.1 of the SS AR states j

that th,; makeup / letdown tiow mismatch and the inadsertent start of an actise reactor coolant pump events. j
respectively. are the limiting mass and heat input conditions to size the relief salve. However. no analysis is i

provided in the Chapter 15 safety analysis regarding LTOP. )
1

Provide the safety analyses and results for both the mass and energy input overpressurizing design basis |
a.

transients that demonstrate proper sizing of the NRHRS relief valve for LTOP. The results should include |*
transient curves that demonstrate that the peak RCS pressures are within the design pressure-temperature
(P/T) limits detennined for the AP600,

b. Prmide the limiting single active failures and instrumentation uncertainties assuined in these analyses and
the bases for these assumptions.

c. Proside the basis for the assumption made lor the energy input transient that the water in the secondary
side et steam generator is 507 hotter than the primary side.

d. De nil ductility reference temperature of the reactor vessel material increases as exposure to neutron ;

tluence increases due to neutron embrittlement effect. Therefore, the operating P/T limit curves need to
be periodically adjusted to accommodate the actual shift in the nil-ductility temperature. and the LTOP
system must be re evaluated to ensure that its functional requirements can still be met using the NRHRS
suction relief valve. Does the relief valve sizing analysis take this into consideration! Are the sizing and
setpoint of the relief valve based on bounding P/T curves that are applicable to the life of the p| ant! -

De NRHRS is not designed to be a safety-related system. Because the NRHRS relief valve is requirede.

for LTOP.confinn that the relief valve as well as piping in the NRHRS are designed to meet safety-related
criteria.

Response;

De normal residual heat removal system (RNS) relief valve, which mitigates the low temperature overpressurea.

transients is sized to prevent the RCS pressure from exceeding the applicable pressure. temperature (P/D limit.
, The limiting mass and energy input transients assumed for the sizing analysis are as follows:

- Mass Input Maximum makeup water llow to the RCS assuming both CVS makeup pumps are in operation
and letdown is isolated. Figure 440.78-l shows the mass flow rate assumed in the analysis. This transient
is po tulated to occur over a range of reactor coolant temperatures between 100T and 350"F.

Enerev Inmat: During an RCS cooldonn. the reactor coolant pumps are tripped at an RCS temperature
of approximately 160"F. Below this temperature. the RNS continues to cooldown the RCS. a hile the steam
::enerators may remain at or near lh0"F. It can be postulated that a 50"F differential temperature can be
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developed beta een the RCS and the steam eencrators under this conditu.n Subsequent restart of one
reaaor coolant pump under these conditions residts in the hmitiny energy inpta coldoverpressure transient.
This transient is postulated w occur over a range of reactor coolant temperatures beta een 100"F and 200"F

f
because the RCS is not be operated a ater solid above 200"F. In addition, to prevent the possibility of a i
heat inpaa transient. an adminisaatise retpiirement has been imposed in the Technical Specifications that
does not allon a reactor coolant pump to be started a hile the RCS is a ater solid and the RCS temperature
is above 200 F

iEnero4aout: Pe4*rt+f+ae4ewte4antpump t itimater4n4he+wnyenerater undarside r4rF js

Ac- tha ;hettmary dde ucrnnd the RGS 'e 24id-ea&fe94Ha-ae44*erprewefe-tratweet- i
Thiran-tenthpo~tukte44owwfwef+ r nge ur reactare*4 ant-tempefatore+between4m%nd-2mT- '

!

The minimum RNS relief valve capacity has been calculated at an RCS pre.<sure equivalent to the valve setpoint
of 563 psig plus 109 accumulation (619 psig). With this setpoint the relief valve would mitigate the limiting
LTOP transient while m;untaining the RCS pressure less than the PR limit. The nominal steady state PU limits
applicable up to 54 effective full power years (EFPY) as shown in Figure 440.78 2 is assumed in the analysis.
Since the relief valve does not have a variable PU lift setpoint, the setpoint plus 109 accumulation must be

*

less than the bounding PR limit. From Figure 2. the imunding PR limit is 621 psig at the flange.

The results of the analysis show that the mass input transient is limiting up to 205T. Since, the energy input
,

transient is considered not credible above 20trF. the mass input transient is limiting for the entire range of the
|LTOP operation. With RCS in water-solid condition. the minimum RNS relief valve capacity required is 555 ;

ppm which is the maximum makeup water 110w at 619 psig RCS pressure. I

A transient curve that illustrates that the peak RCS pressures are within the design PU limits has not heen
generated in the analysis since the transient reqvree is a constant RCS pressure at 619 psig for :dl RCS
temperatures less than 3507.

h. Single active failure is net considered for passive valves such as the RNS self-actuated spring relief valve. As !

such, the analysis does not consider a single failure of this valve. I,Also, no single active failure can occur in ;

the RNS that could prevent the RNS suction relief valve from perfonning its functions. I
!

The IOM setpoint accumulation includes a 37r serpoint uncertainty. No other uncertainties are exphany I
modeled in the analysis,

c. The StrF for the energy input transient was derived from an evaluation of typical administrative controls utilized
dunng heatup and cooldown operations of standard Westinghouse plants. At least two reactor coolant pumps

maintained in operation whenever the RCS temperature is greater than approximately INTF. which isare

sutticient to establish isothermal conditions on the primary side. The steam generator secondary side water
immediately surrounding the tubes will also remain at a temperature near that of the circulating reactor coolant
on the pnmary side.

_

440.78 Rev.12
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During cooldown operations, when the reactor coolant temperature has been decreased to approximately 160"F,
the reactor coolant pumps are stopped. Cooldown of the RCS continues via circulation through the RNS heat
exchangers. However. RNS operation effectively hypasses the steam generators. and both the primary and
secondary sides of the steam generators could remain at a relatively constant temperature greater than the RCS
temperature. Couldown of the RCS continues from 1607 at approximately 24 hours after shutdown, to 120T
at approximately 96 hours after cooldown. At this temperature, the reactor vessel head bolts can be loosened
and refueling operations can begin. Derefore, a maximum AT of 40"F between the RCS and the steam
generators could develop while the RCS was intact. De LTOP analysis performed used a 507 AT as the initial
condition for the energy input transient to conservatively bound the cooldown scenario described above.

d. De normal pressure tempemture heatup and cooldown curves for the AP600 plant are developed for a 60 year
design life with 90 percent availability. This equates to 54, effective full power years (EFPY). De current
analysis for the relief valve sizing is based on the 54 EFPY bounding P/r limit curves. For EFPY greater than
54, or if the P/T curve is revised, the relief valve setpoint must be re-evaluated. The current relief valve
setpoint of 563 psig is based on the bounding P/T limit of 621 psig,

e. The RNS relief valve and associated piping are safety-related. See the responses to RAli 210.37,210.061,
440.084 and 440.127 for further information addressing the safety related design criteria applied to the normal
residual heat removal system piping and components.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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AP600 L10P ANALYSIS

Mass Input Rate Vs HQi Passure
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Figure 440.078-2
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AP600 L10P ANALYSE.
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discussed in subsection 5.4.5. The set pressure for the relief valve in the normal residual

heat removal system is based orr$:jy=;n Mga p=:ur- shweinn 5d'n p :n ic.

rem ~ vere! p:=:c :::nper=rc E. :: (:ub: enerHHMb

M
5.2.2.3 Piping and Instrumentation Diagram

De connection of the pressurizer safety valves to the pressurizer is incorporated into the
pressurizer safety and relief valve module and is discussed in subsection 5.4.9. He
pressunzer safety and relief valve module configuration appears in the piping and
instrumentation drawing for the reactor coolant system (Figure 5.1-5). De normal residual
heat removal system (subsection 5.4.7) incorporates the relief valve for low-temperature
overpressure protection. The valves which isolate the normal residual heat removal system
from the reactor coolant system do not have en autoclosure interlock. Figure 5.4-6 shows
a simplined sketch of the normal residual heat removal system. Figure 5.4 7 shows the
piping and instrumentation drawing for the residual heat removal system.

Section 10.3 discusses the safety valves for the main steam system. Figure 10.3.21 shows
the piping and instrumentation drawing for the main steam system.

5.2.2.4 Equipment and Component Description.

Subsection 5.4.9 discusses the design and design parameters for the safety valves providing

(, operating and low-temperature overpressure protection. The pressurizer safety valves are
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Class I components. These valves are tested and

analyzed using the design transients, loading conditions, seismic considerations, and stress
limits for Class I components as described in subsections 3.9.1, 3.9.2, and 3.9.3.

De relief valve included in the nonnal residual heat removal system provides containment
,

boundary function since it is connected to the piping between the contaimnent isolation
valves for the system. Containment isolation requirements are discussed in*

subsection 6.2.3. Based on the containment boundary function, the relief valve is a ASME
Code Class 2 component and is analyzed to the appropriate requirements.

In addition to the testing and analysis' required for ASME Code requirements, the pressur-
izer safety valves are of a type which has been verified to operate during normal operation,
anticipated transients, and postulated accident conditions. De verification program (Refer-
ence 2) was established by the Electric Power Research Institute to address the require-
ments of 10 CFR 50.34 (f)(2)(x). Dese requirements do not apply to relief valves of the
size and type represented by the relief valve on the normal residual heat removal system.

.

Section 10.3, discusses the equipment and components that provide the main steam system

overpressure protection.

L
Revision: 5
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d ~ sizing analysis performed to prevent the RCS pressure from
exceeding the applicable reactor vessel pressure-temperature (P/T)
limits (subsection 5.3.3). The limiting mass and energy input Itransients are assumed for the sizing ana'ysis. Results of this
are presented in WCAP-14837 (Reference 7).

Reference 7 Carlin, E. L. et al., "AP600 Shutdown Evaluation,

Report," WCAP-14837, Rev. 1, June 1997
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